Epileptic spasms preceded by partial seizures with a close temporal association.
To investigate the distinctive features of patients with West syndrome who had partial seizures followed by epileptic spasms (PS-ES). We examined 45 patients with West syndrome whose epileptic spasms were recorded with simultaneous video-electroencephalography (EEG) monitoring between 1982 and 1996. We investigated the patients who had PS-ES and compared the PS-ES patients with the 37 patients without PS-ES. Of the 45 patients who had epileptic spasms in clusters (ES) and hypsarrhythmia on the interictal EEG, eight (17%) had ES preceded by partial seizures (PS) with a close temporal association. Seven of these eight were female patients. The underlying disorders were tuberous sclerosis (one patient), Aicardi syndrome (one), nonketotic hyperglycinemia (one), and focal cortical dysplasia (one). The etiology was unknown in the remaining four patients, but was suspected to be of prenatal origin in three. Three types of seizure sequence were identified: PS followed several seconds later by ES (two patients), alternating PS and ES starting with PS (three), and PS gradually replaced by ES with overlapping of the two (three). PS-ES disappeared or was replaced by other types of seizures in 1-34 months. Six patients could not walk, and all patients could not speak any sentences at age 3 years. Compared with patients without PS-ES, those with PS-ES more often had organic brain lesions of prenatal origin, other types of seizures before the onset of ES, asymmetric hypsarrhythmia on the EEG, and poor psychomotor outcome.